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QUESTION 1

Paul has configured a database to Enforce a Consistent Access Control List. When that database is replicated locally,
information about the group membership of the person doing the replication is stored in what location? 

A. In the database 

B. In the id file of the user 

C. In the security preferences 

D. In the personal address book 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In Domino 8.5, when the router is running in asteady state and a new message is deposited in MAIL.BOX, a copy of the
message is made and placed on a mailbox event queue which is then used by a new MailEvent thread in the router.
Which of the following is this feature? 

A. Mailbox copy services 

B. Router threaded delivery 

C. Mailbox event notification 

D. Mail queue delivery scheduler 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

As the administrator, you are able to update workstation ECLs automatically by changes made to the administration
ECL. You would like to change the settings for each individual person and what access they have to run certain types of
actions on their machine. Which of the following responses is the best practice technique to accomplish the stated
goals? 

A. Place "" in the Administration ECL with the new rights 

B. Place "" in the Administration ECL with the new rights 

C. Enter "-All Users-" in the Administration ECL with the new rights 

D. Explicitly enter each individual user name in the Administration ECL with the new rights,for everyone in your
company. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Isabelle, the Domino administrator, has not enabled DAOS functionality in her Domino server. When a large attached
file is broadcast to thousands of users, which of the following also occurs? 

A. A single message is sent through the server 

B. Multiple unique messages of the same data is sent through the server 

C. A separate copy of the message for each recipient is sentthrough the server 

D. The attachment is stripped from the message and replaced with a pointer to a central message storage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Modular documents for Domino Domain Monitoring are stored in which of the following databases? 

A. ddm.nsf 

B. admin4.nsf 

C. events4.nsf 

D. statrep.nsf 

Correct Answer: C 
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